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Antinuclear Protection of Troops in Disposition Areas 

by

Colonel V. Zakharov

and

Engineer-Designer Ya. Ioffe

The develcpmen'.of the weans of armed combat has
alw”: hef,r accompanied by corresponding changes in .
Inc	 oe'ilf.u6 and means of troop protection on
the :jell of battle. •

Io a large extent the success of combat operations
under moacl :n conditions depends on the ability to
kLep personnel unharmed and combat and transport
eqvipment intact before and during operations. In
thi connection, the providing of adequately reliable
pro!tcti •n for troops in their disposition (concentra.,
tion?arcam from enery means ormass destruction'
c r.m, • 1'.utes o7e of the important problems of modern

y ar:.

ps .sitive solution of this problem requires
ct .mplex •rployment of various methods and . means

01 I tcop cr!:tectiDn; as is known, among the basic
ores a.e r:cpper troop dispersal, periodic and
sudne: , 	of areas occupied by units and. •
large units, the full use by troops of the natural
prti .'e and concealment characteristics of
terra, and the engineer preparation of main and
alt•rna ex i-oop disposition areas in short periods

tire.
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The dispersal of trom within the areas they
or ,:upy rust be such thatnot more than one motorized

company or an equivalent subunit can be put
out of action by 0%.: ruclear rarhead with a yield
of 8	 10 kt. To pee! this, requirement it is
necessary that the distance between adjacent
companies be equal to at least two effective
casual t y radii for exposed personnel and to the
mean deviation of a missile i,bomb) from the point
cf aim.

Acrording to general conclusions, light combined
injuries inflicted, upon unprotected personnel by a
shockwave, pfnetrating radiation, and light'
rsdiatio .: tl:,r ground and surface bursts . of nuclear
charge,: iti. an 8 to 10 kt yield usually take

at dis t ances of 1.4 to 1.6 km from ground
zern 'center) of the burst. At the same time,
tht mean probable deviation of a guided missile

1he point of aim. e.g., that of a "Corporal
is approximately 300 m. Consequently,

ondrr conditions which we are discussing, such
a .s .1. company must occupy disposition.

area- •.0.ich are at least 3.5-km apart from each

r;alculation!, Phol that this condition can be
0111 It the disposition (concentration) area

ni a di s. ision equals 750 to 800 km2 . However,
the sire :)f disposition areas designated for a
divin in the course of exercises in most cases
1..4 250	 450 km2 . A greater dispersal of
moto-Ited litle and tank divisions would seriously
harpc: t he control of combat operations of units
and sutruoits and should be employed as one of

methocc. of their antinuclear protection only
%whin l ac.lically'permtssible limits.

-3-
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Besides, dispersal alone is often nut enough
to protect troops from nuclear /missile weapons
of the enemy. For example, if threo nuclear strikes
of 100 to 500 kt ar r. delivered simultaneously by
the enemy against a division disposition area of
approximately 250 km2 , tr.e shockwave alone can
cause a loss of up to 50 percent of the division's
personnel. Counting combined injuries, these
casualties will be even higher. It is evident
that the dispersal of division units in this •
size area for the purpose of protecting army and
front troops from enemy nuclear/tissile strikes
has to be supplemented by other measures.

.Periodic  and sudden changes of the areas of 
tronp disposition i g another such measure and,
as shown' by the- experience of a number of large-
scale troop exercises, it is quite effective.
Hoseve . . .this maneuver is still seldom used by
uni t s and large units- In our opinion, the main
reason inr this is that the existing forms and
methods of engineer preparation of the terrain
during t he preparation of an offensive or defensive
nrerati:mt av a rclel permit large units and units .
to 0010 only one disposition area each. There-

. whet% the y suddenly leave these areas. troops
a-e fompelled t..) settle in areas which, from an
engineer point of -y iewl are either insufficiently
prepared or not prepared • at all. As was stated
above . this is very risky in view of the modern
means (.4 destruction.

In this connection, it is now . more necessary
than ever before to carry out engineer preparation
of main and alternate troop disposition areas
within the shortest possible periods of time.

On the basis of experience gained from World
War II and froMpostwar troop exercises. it is
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known that the ti me required for engineer prepara-
tion of the ter:ain in the disposition areas
of units and large .., n ( t s is influenced mostly by
the 'following faf:*-r- the conditions of the combat
sitaa t ior . the prr:ec t ive aad camouflaging character-
istics of the tetrain. weather conditions; the
time of the year a nd day: the types of engineer
structures used for the concealment of personnel
and for comba t ad top transport equipment; and
the degree of mechanization of the principal .
engineer work.

Each of the above-mentioned factors has a
differeW Influence upon the nature and the length.
of time nc(dcd t n complete engineer preparation of
the if :lain 1- troop disposition areas. For
example, the warrbwer and equipment requirements •
tot	 e-agineer preparation of troop

areal;. may differ by as much as 1.5
t') 3 times . depending on the natural protective
alto cam .r.iflagirg characteristics of the terrain,
on the natvte of the ground, and on time of the
%ta!.Thr r.. .inpo .ser and equipment requirements
trl .' ' the (nginfer pteparation of disposition areas
t . r large uni t s and (Tcratinnal formations may
va tw	 dfrf.nd-ing on the types of
R . 11nec?	 vned it) building shelters

p, ,sovre: . Ind for combat and t ransport' equipment.

Table I p:ssents our comparative data on the
3abm i f-cc . iv ran/days, and the engineer equip-
n' in rAchine i shifts, which are required to

rt(pare dcg . ncl'shelters for combat equipment;
the follnwina .categories of engineer eqUipment are
used 1 , :sr Octsnnnel. I - slit trenches; II - blindages
nf rnjoirted construction; III - shelters of unjoint-
ed e'n-truction; :V - shelters made with manufactured
corpnrents ,KvSV. INS, and others); and, looking
somcwhat ahead. V - using organic armored carriers
of la'rge units and anits as shelters for the bulk
of persornel.

Map

ET



Table 1

Objects of •ngineor preparatior

Tarim,' types of engineer yr* ..... too

111 IV V

sas 1no aan ins sae in• man
-

ine man Imo
.tAnA 4a7o Wits day$ thifts days Wits days 'Wits

:1;17611,14:1:::es .of tour toritod. ao	 ...

Disposition mono* of two toot
divisions 	
Ilitios area of	 1: tactical
missile brigade. . . . . • • • • • • • •
Siting area of an AA 	 •
mimeo% 	
Combat position* and disposition
area of an army artillery rogimsat, . .
Combat positiens and dispositios area
of 4r-fank.41484row brigado. . 	

eoatrol pasts 	  • • • •
Dispositios areas of army 09601 	 1
units and large malts. . . . .

Total (la round figures)

1574 66640 1678 79440 2210 3/160 2210 10760 1440

420 28240 820 33200 1112 17660 1112 6840 732

34 13i0 34 1853 47 990 47 431 47

45 1250 45 1738 58 /04 58 526 56

33 1470 33 2100 46 040 46 940 46

72 3660 72 11600 122 2420 122 1820 107

27 1140 27 1140 27 1140 27 210 16
-
730 2340n 730 32700 1030 15300 1030 6500 930

3340 113200 2,10140900 4e5006500 4050 38000 338048000

23160

11520

710

530

550

1330

1140

0600



The degree of mechanization of the basic work
has a very strong bearing on reducing the time
required for the engineer preparation of troop
disposition areas. and in some instances may re-
duce it by se veral times. For example, it is known
that in the engineer preparation of terrain in .
connection with the construction of shelters for
tanks, armored carriers and trucks, an average of
approximately 45 percent of all mechanized earth-
moving means are used. Therefore, by insuring the
full intrenchment of the main combat and transport
equipment of troops through the use of detachable
bulldozing equipment, with which all tanks and
artillery prime mcvers are now being outfitted, it
will be possible to achieve almost a twofold re-
duction in the amount of time required for the
engineer preparation of troop disposition areas.
It follows from the above that in order to reduce
sharply the time for the engineer' preparation of
terrain and simultaneously improve the protection
of troops in areas occupied by them, it is necessary
first of all, to strive for an even further improve-
ment in the shelters used by the troops and to .
increase considerably the degreecd mechiplization of
the basic engineer work.

Table 1 shows tha t the use of personnel shelters
made from manufactured components allows approximately
a twofold reduction in the time required for the
engineer preparation of troop disposition areas.
However, it should be remembered that the preparation
of such structures and the transporting of them When
the troops move require a considerable expenditure
of manpower and means.

Calculations show that in order to provide re-
liable protection from modern means of destruction
for all the personnel of a motorized rifle division
in its disposition area, it is necessary to erect
approximately 850 shelters; to transport the struc-
tural components of these shelters may require as

111111111 SE RFT
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many as 450 trips by a Z1L-151 type vehicle. In
addition, about the same number of trips will be
required to transpor 4. A second set of shelters,
without which, acc,,r4ing to the experience of a
number of exerciees, it	 practically impossible
to prepare in good time a new divisional disposition
area, from an engineering standpoint. Obviously, such
a number of motor vehicles could not . be spared.

Seeides this, no adequate protection is provided
for personnel during the fairly long period of time
needed for the construction of shelters out of man-
ufactured components and while they are on the march.

Obviously, there is a need for fundamentally new
types of shelters which would provide protection for
personnel against the modern means of destruction,
not only at dispositicn stbes,but while On the rarch.
At the same time, the erection of such shelters in
troop disposition areas should require a Minimum
amount of time.

Analysis of ways of practically solving this
problem leads to the conelLsion that modern armored
carriers may be considered as sufficiently reliable 
protection from tie unemy means of as destruction
Tor the personnel occupying them.

These functions can be assigned to armored carriers
for a number of reasons, in the first place, because
the postwar development of ground troops has been
characterized by a sharp increase in the number of
armored carriers in combined-arms large units and
units. Thus, a Soviet motorizedrifle division has
365 armored carriers and a tank division has 352,
and they can accommodate a significant part of the
personnel of a large unit. A similar development
is also evident in foreign armies: an American
infantry division has 196 and an armored division
has 604 armored carriers; West German divisions
have 223 and 464 respectively; French divisions
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have 257 and 773; and British brigade groups have
278 and 181 armored carriers.

Secondly, because the postwar development of
armored carriers has been proceeding primarily
along the line of improving their roadability,
increasing their armor protection, installing
closed bodies, and providing hermetically sealed
Mils to ensure buoyancy '(Table 2).

Table 2

Army Types of
armored

Basic data

carriers
Passenger
capacity

Armor -
thickness
in mm

Body
Type

.

Amphi-
bious

USSR

USA

Great
Britain

France

_..

BTR-50PK
BTR-152K
BTR-49

,g75

"Saracen"

"Hotchkiss"

..._

22
15
16

12
\

12

7 to 12

10
13
j3

12 to 30

19

20 to 40

-

closed.
closed

-

closed

closed

clesed

yes
no
yes

no

yes

no

Thirdly, as shown in Table 3, armored carriers dis-
posed in open trenches may be compared to shelters of
light construction so far as their resistance to destruc-
tion and damage from the shock wave of a nuclear burst
is concerned. Special protective camouflage coverings
installed over armored carriers would provide even more
reliable protection for the personnel from the main
.destructive factors of a nuclear burst.
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Table 3

1
Degree of damar. 4 Radius of destruction , from nuclear

ourst.in meters.

1
	 1

I
8 kt	 , 1 30 kt	 150 kt

I 1 .	I	 • 1
.Surface!Air	 :Surface , Air	 SuifacelAir
; burst . burst ; burst . burst	 burst iburst

Armored carriers disposed in open trenches.

Partial damage 	 300 I 380	 480	 580 i 750	 975
I	 ,	 I	 1	 ITotal destruction 	 	 470200	 170	 300	 260	 470

Slight damage 	 	 525 1 '550	 800,	 875 I 1400	 1450.
Shelters of light construction

440 ,	 950	 780
480	 1000	 800

I	 1	 1440280	 550

Thus, armored carriers with closed bodies protected from
penetrating radiation by protective camouflage covering and
equipped with filter-ventilation installations represent a good
means of transportation and of protection of personnel from
modern means of destruction. Use of such armored carriers as
the basic cover for personnel will permit a sharp reduction
in the time required and a radical change in the forms of
engineer preparation of troop disposition areas. Thus, the
use as shelters of armored carriers with closed bodies per-
mits a reduction by 4.5 times in the manpower requirements
for engineer preparation of disposition areas for army troops.

Besides, it is known that the most important consideration
for troops in disposition areas is the ease and speed with
which they can behooved forward to appropriate linen to con-

Total destruction 
Partial damage '.... 	 I
Slight damage	 	

	  I	 200
350

A400

160I	 I
I	 280	 1

320 I

350
550
600

1
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duct combat operations. For this reason, it is most ad-
visable to locate unitsand subunits in columns along
prearranged routes, thus eliminating the extra time which
would otherwise be spent in forming the columns, and reducing
possible casualties from enemy means of mass destruction by
approximately 1.5 times. The use of armored carriers •
facilitates to a large degree the linear disposition of
troops immediately next to the routes within disposition.
areas.

Calculations show that all the engineer preparation
within.a motorized rifle division disposition area may be
completed within 5 to S hours if the organic armored
carriers (with closed bodies) are used as shelters for the
division's combat personnel, and if shelters for the rest
of the personnel are made from flexible covers and if de-
tachable bulldozing equipment and high-productivity ex-

- cavating machines are used for digging trenches. Meanwhile,
the bulk of	 personnel of the division will be provided
with adequate protection within the first two or three hours.

On terrain high in protective and camouflaging features,
shelters for armoted carriers may bP located so as to be pro-
tected by natural cover without additional intrenchment.
Thus, adequate protection from eneny modern means of destruc-
tion will be provided for the trcops immediately upon their
arrival at the new disposition area.

. Under modern, conditions it is most important not to
.allow troops to remain in the same areas too long. For this
reason it is nor important to prepare for each unit one or
two alternate disposition areas in addition to the main area.
The high mobility of troop operations in a nuclear/missile
war requires that a given task be accomplished within the
shortest possible time, estimated at 2 to 3 hours.

To ensure the intrenchment of army troops in their dis-
position areas within 2 to 3 hours and to carry out the amount
of work shown in Table 1 (3380 wachireishifts) will require
about 10 t 000 bulldozers (or sets of detachable eq4ipment) and
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excavators with a productive capacity of 50 to 60 m3 of
earth per hour. In reality . however, an army of present-day
organization has approximately 300 units of this type of
equipment; . and in addition :t may get up to 114 units of
similar mechanized equipment from the composition of engineer-
siting	 (inzhenerno-pozitsionnaya) units of the front.
pith this amount of mechanized equiptert the earth-moving
work in a disposition area of army troops will take as long
as 8i to 9 cal e n d ar 	 days, this is totally un-
acceptable under present-day coLditions.

In order to carry out the earth-moving pork in a troop
disposition ares within the required time, it is necessary
either to have appropriate detacnable bulldozer equipment
for every 3 or 4 combat and transport vehicles in army units
and large units or to increase sharply the productive capacity
of the mechanized earth-moving equipment of army engineer
large units and units.

An increase in the amount of detachable equipment for
transport and combat vehicles obviously would lower the
maneuverability of the large units and units on the whole,
as well as individual combat :transport) vehicles. At the
same time, the work which has been going on for many years
to develop a sufficiently effective detachable operating
component for intrenchment for basic types of motor vehicles
and armored carriers has not yet produced any satisfactory
results.

In the past years, new machines for digging various types
of trenches have been made available to engineer troops. For
example, the MDK-2. and MD-3 machines have a productive
capacity of 500 to 1000 m° of earth per hour. With the help .
of one of those machines, shelters for one or two tank com-
panies Can be dug within one hour. This means that ten ex-
cavating machines of the MDK-3 type are capable of digging
shelters for all the tanks of a division in one hour, while
a detachment of twenty such machines can complete all the
earth-moving work in the disposition area of a division
within 9 to 10 hours.
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However, even these periods of time for carrying
out earth-moving work in troop disposition areas are
still too long. They can be shortened up to 2 or 3

- hours either by employing larger numbers of.earth-
moving machines of the MD!(-3 type, or by designing 
Special machines with higher productivity for use by
engineer units.

In our opinion, the latter method is the most	 .
suitable for the conditions of preparing and conduct-
ing modern operations. At the same time, the latest
achievements of our science and technology make it
fully possible to design excavating machines with a
productive capacity of 10 to 15 thousand m3 of earth
per hour. For example, an excavator with a productive
capacity of three thousand cubic meters of earth per
hour was built at the Novc-Kramatorskiy plant in 1960.

The possibility Of making excavating machines with
an hourly productive capacity of more than 10 thOusand
m3 has been substantiated.theoreticalty and prcven.by.
experiments. Let us examine the basic methods of solving
this problem.

The first mc.th0 Is by rapidly loosening the soil
by a simultaneous, uninterrupted, ard very vigorous
working over of the ntire surface of the area to be ex-
cavated (zaboy). The second method is based on the
principle of collapsing 'he earth; and on this basis to
develop machines which ensure an uninterrupted under-
cutting of the lower portion of the excavation area,
forcing the entire mass of earth to collapse and fa/,1
directly onto the conveying devici, of the machine, and
then discharging it in a dump (breLstwork).

The most productive, compact, and reliable operating
component which can serve as machines of the first type is
a frontal-type cutter-borer (freza-bur lobo 	 rezaniya).
The principal advantage of such an operating component is
an uninterrupted cutting of earth by each blade in's' spiral
with a pitch correspotding to the feed. While the blades
of a cylindrical cutter cut into and disengage from the
earth with each revolution, thus having only 20 percent
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of all the knives doing the work simultaneously, a cutter-
borer does not have thi. dc-fieiency. It can work at higher
speeds, permits a mor,• to:maxi design of a drive system for
application of a high torque of power and axle feed, and is
easily fitted to a personnel (4rrier and to the device for
cutting frozen ground. In consideration of these and several
other advantages, wo consider a cutter-borer to be the Most
suitable operating component for excavating machines designed
for high-speed digging of shelters.•

The task of excavating frozen ground may be accomplished
by using steam-cutting operating components built as a system
of knives cutting into frozen ground . by the combined action
of feeder force and rocking, facilitated by softening of the
ground by steam released from openings in the cutting knives.
In this way, the frozen layer of ground is divided into
strips 1 tO 1.5 meters with by the steam-cutting knives and
then broken up into separate chunks by the forward movement
of the machine. The performance of a steam-cutter used on
frozen grcund was checked by us experimentally under .
.appropriate conditions. Those experiments fully corroborated
the theoretical calculations and produced highly satisfactory
.eesults.

The machines of the second typ r4 hased on the principle,
of forcing the earth to collapse along the entire width of
the excavation area differ favorably from the machines of
the first type in that they make the undercut ground collapse
under its own weight. This creates st . large flow of earth
passed directly to the conveying devices of the machine.

Experiments which we conducted while stUdying conditions
of collapsing the soil proved that an uninterrupted under-
cutting action of the machine creates an overhang in the
Soil Which collapses every time the angle of repose character-
istic for the given type of soil is exceeded. Simultaneously,
it was established that the operating components of machines
of this type, in addition to an uninterrupted powerful ad-
vance against the front of the excavation area and leveling
off of the bottom surface of the area, must also ensure an
uninterrupted undercutting of the base of the area along its
entire widths rapid removal of the lower supporting layers
(front and side slopes of the area), and an uninterrupted in-
take and removal to the dump of the collapsed masses of earth.

NN724-
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On the basis of the above-stated findings we have come
up with three feasible versions of construction design of an
excavating machine with a productive capacity of not less than
ten thousand m4 of earth per hour.

The first version of sucN a machine (Sketch 1), in
addition to the principle of .collapsing the earth, also en-
sures the loosening of the earth along the entire width of
the excavation area. Digging of shelters would be accom-
plished by an uninterrupted undercutting of the base of the
excavation area by a powerfuL conveyer equipped 11th special .
teeth for loosening and pickir.g up the soil. The conveyer
is divided along its widt.h : itto sections of 1 to l m. In-
stalled on hinged posts above the conveyer along its entire
surface are powerful rocking, cutting,double-action "jaws":
The posts and the "jaws" are installed at the front end of
the conveyer to permit the face of the excavation area to
be worked over. The machine keeps moving by means of its
caterpillar drive against the face of the excavation area
and keeps undercutting its base. As a.result, the over-
hanging mass of earth collapses directly onto the conveyeri

'on which it moves to a disc-like ejecting device and is
plied in breastsorks, one on each side of the shelter being
excavated.

The productivity of a
limited by the capacity of
speed of the conveyer, 1.5
the removal of 10 thousand
The diesel engine required
'lately 700 hp.

machine of this type is mostly
the conveyer. The operational
to 2 m. per.secend, fully ensures
cubic meters of earth per hour.
for this machine must have approxi-

-

In the second version of an excavating machine (Sketch 2)
of the boring-ejecting typestne operating component is a
rotor frontal thrust cutter-borer. The borer is equipped
with seven radial blades attached to the central bushing and
connected by a single ring along the perimeter. Special
pulverizers (rykhlitel) are attached.to the blades of 'the
borer in a staggered pattern,thds, irstead of a cutting action,
there is a shearing of the earth along the line of least
resistance. The diameter

-15-
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of the cutter-borer is :).5 to 4 meters. Being rotated_ by
the main drive shaft and s imultaneousl y feeding "1.1.- or 4 words
missine of the machine. "le borer penoilakes the earth
to a prescribed depth. At	 same time, Pach pulverizer
continuously shears th(- eat l Ilong the spiral at a pre-
scribed pitch. Under thP pere of the wall, of the ex-
cavation area, the earth %Olt': is sheared off by the knives
is thrown back,wherP it catrnes th e- blades of the ejecting
device and is tnrown by cen t rifugal force onto the breast-
work. The distance the earth is thrown i. up to 7 to 10
meters, and the earth is geenl y distribut ed along the
breastwork of thP shelter. Wh a n -.Pcessary . the distance
the earth is ejected may be regulal Pd by tnrn:ng the con-
trol lever. The opPratirg ecmpor.en t s of Ane Machine (borer,
ejector,. and gear box MA I; be lift ,:d or lowered by two

. hydraulic jacks.

The combination of borer and f.jector without an inter-_
mediate conveyer in this version considerably simplifies
the design of the machine and reduces its dimensionsp allow-
ing the machines tc be used in pairs when necessary. When
used in pairs, the frames of the tsc machines are coupled
together by powerful high-sp,.:d e-iIversal joints. The
machines are equipped $.1 1V: pu`l-hutthr. control from the cab.
A 730 hp engine iq requ:rf-d to -:rsur- a productive capacity
of ten thousand m of . ear!ti	 •.. hour.

The third version of an excavating machinia is.of a
boring-shearing t ype •Sketch 31. This machine removes soil
simultaneously on two horizontil levels tinder winter con-
ditions, 1.5 to 2 m thick from the upp. ,. r frozen layer and .
1.5 to 2 m thick from the unfiozen lower layer). The lower
layer of earth is . removed first, thus making an undercut
approximately half of the height of the excavation area.
In order to regulate and force th ., collapsing of the earth,.
the machine is equipped with a syslem of powerful teeth which
effectively break up the cverhanging ground. This same system
is also designed to remove 'ne Irozen.la yer wt.ich i. firsi
broken up into chunks by the combined action o'	 pvcurc
of the moving machine, and the cutting . of the tvioata-cu‘in
teeth.
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The systetaof separate processing of the two levels,.
which is necessary un vier winter conditions, is easily in-
corporated into a . singlE unlvt:isal construction design.
Therefore, the operating components of this version are
equally suitable for work Under difficult winter conditions,
as well as for the forced collapsing of the upper, over-
hanging layer of the excavation area in._ the summer, in which
case it collapses quite readily even under its own weight.

The operating components for cutting the lower level
comprise two rotor cutter-borers installed-in front on a
swivel frame. The borers with a frontal thrust action
are equipped with 1 to 10 radially Installed blades, to
which are attached in a staggered pattern the same type of
pulverizers as are on the second version. Borers are acti-
vated by caterpillar tracks and by the slcw forward move-
ment of the entire machine. The main shaft of the borer
protrudes forward somewhat and comes to a drill point ': this

. ensures its centering, the cushioning of the shock when the
borer hits rock, and the processing of the soil along the
diameter of the hub of the borer. The earth is thrown upon
the conveyer belt by the pressure of the earth of the ex-
cavation area (zaboy, pushing the cut up earth back while
the machine presses forward.

Removal cf the processed earth of the upper and lower
levels is accomplished by two independent conveyers from
whial the soil moves onto the ejector and is thrown onto
the breastwork of the tiench. The ejector can rotate in
either direction, thereby permitting the earth to,be piled
(In both sides of the shelter.

The machine his an engine with 700 to 1000 hp. While
in operation the machine moves along the floor of the shelter;
thus, it fits well in the shelter and does not protrude above
the surface of the ground. The !Lachine can move on field
roads at approximately 25 km p/h. Its specific pressure of •
0.5 kg per cm2 permits it to move over completely roadless
terrain in the worst of weather conditions.

•••••
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All the eforementioned types of high-productivity
machines may be utilized iu the large-scale construction of
various dug-out shelters for 'combat acd transport equipment
during the preparation of troop disposition areas. When
conditions are favorable, thay my also be used for making
concealed routes for the movement of troops inside the area
or from one area to another.

Considering that troops are disposed in their areas by
subunits in columns along the routes of their movement, it
seems to us that the principal type of shelters to be used
for combat and transport equipment snould be group shelters
for 2 or 3 vehicles each. When building these in main and
alternate troops dispositiot areas removed 50 to 100 km or
more from the front lines, the total volume of excavation
work is reduced considerably without affecting in the least
the degree of protection that combat and transport equipment
have from enemy nuclear strikes.

Thus, when digging a shelter.for a medium tank it is
necessary to remove 58 m 3 of-earth; *nen digging a group
shelter for two tanks, 100 m 3 ; and wf•,.n dzgging a shelter
for a tank platoon, 140 m3 cf	 (ac average of 50 and
47 0 per tank respectively .... Clen digging shelters for
an automobile or an armored carrier, it is Lecessary to
remove 58 m3 of soil for one vehi;le, 80 m3 for two Vehicles,
and 120 m3 for three vehicles. Theae figures show that group
shelters reduce the volume of excavation work by 30 percent
in comparison with single shelters, and at the same time
facilitate a more effective use of high-productivity ex-
cavating machines. A detachment. of 7 or 8 such machines .
is capable of completing the entire excavation work in the
disposition area of a motorized rifle or tank division
within two hours.

If a.front, instead of having the present inadequately
equipped engineer-siting	 brigades and the engineer works

. directorate (upravieniye inzhenernykh rabot-UIR), had one
engineer-siting brigade with 48 to 50 units of the afore-
mentioned high-productivity machines. it would be possible,
using the manpower and means of such a brigade, to carry out
the engineer preparation of one main or alternate disposition
area for the troops of an entire army every two hours.
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The method of using ensineF!r-slt in g units equipped
with high-productivity glxcrivating machines may vary..

The idea has cftvn !ieen statd in the press that, be-
cause of the extreme i ■nporianct attached to troop maneuver
in modern warfare and because el 1!.e decisive role this
maneuver can oftcn play in reducing casualties among troops
from enemy nuclear missile strikes, it is necessary to pre-
pare in advance along the routes used by large units and
units for the maneuvr an adequate number of shelters for
personnel and for ccmbat and transport equipment. It there-
fore follows that in conducting a modern , offensive .operation,
as a rule, troop disposition areas must hi prepared along the
routes and be outfitted from an en g trfler, 	 viewpoint in ad-
vance, primaiily by the foie r:s. And vp ,Ans of . engineer units
and subuhits.

Calculations show that in a disposition area of one
motorized rifle (tank) division the cverall volume of ex-

:. cavation work carried out in digging shf .aters for person-
nel and for combat and transport equipmert represents
approximately 165 thousand m° . ':omplrtion of such an
amount of work within l ie 2 hours w6uld require 11 or
12 high-productivity macnines. fv:n with a daily rate of
Advance of 8U to 100 kr, i!IlA Jmn , t . t of makhinO, along the
principal axes of advan(ing t yoops vould make it possible to
p1 .1-Tare,from an engineer standoeint, at 15-20 km intervals,
disposition areas which could accommodate one motorized rifle
(tank) division. Thus, the n c,cessary prerequisites will be
created for periodic changes by trocps of their disposition
areas, and at the same time the task %%111 be accomplished of
preparing routes used by troops in regard to antinuclear
protection.

Besides, this type of engineer preparation of disposition
areas will make it unnecessary for.combined-armsultUs andhlexpaymiti
tommain their composition a large amount of various engineer
machines and attachment-type equipmenwhich lower the mo-
bility of troops. At the same, favorable conditions will be
created for periodic changes by troops of their disposition
areas, a factor which is extremely important.
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In addition to diggirg trenches when necessary (in
areas where the terrain lacks sufficient natural protective
and camouflaging featores,, high-productivity machines may
also be used for rapid preparation of concealed routes of
movement of separate units and large units between main and
alternate troop disposition areas..

Specifically, a trench 3.5 to 4 m wide and 2.5 to 3
meters deep, with a reinforced tread roadway, can serve as
such a route. The tendency to utilize such trenches as
concealed routes foe the movement of subunits was started
back in the days of World War 11. For example, troops of
the Soviet Army Used trench-routes :rov-put for maneuvering
in the Sandomir base of opereticne Ind-	 t%e area of the
Mius River: and German trcops used th r,.m :i.rt the area of Mga
Station on the Leningrad frort.

Can such trench-routes provide the necessary protection
against the damaging effect of nuclear weapons for units and

/"..- subunits while they are moving? Calculations and apprOpriate
experiments show that trench-routes of the aforementioned
_dimensions do offer a sufficiently ' high degree of protection.
Thus, troops moving along the bottom of a trench at the
moment of a nuclear burst would not be subjected to the effect
of the velocity head. Overpreeeu ee in a.trench reaches its
maximum point more gradually tnan it does on the surface of
the ground. Because of this, the destructive effect of the
shock wave in the shaded area is almost twice as weak (when
the faces of the trench run at about a 90 degree angle to
the line of direction of ground zero of the burst). In. order
to prevent the shock wave front from moving along the trench-
routes for any appreciable distance, the la s ter must be dug
in a zig-zag pattern.

The dose of penetrating radiation at the bottom of a
trench-route is approximately 12 to 40 times less than on the
surface of the ground. The damaging effect of light radi-
ation on troops moving along the bottom of the trench-route
will also/be considerably less than on the surface of the
ground, since they will be shielded frcm it to a great ex-.
tent by the breastwork and by the slope of the trench. A

t"'"."
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•trench-route can considerably weaken the principal damaging
factors of a nuclear burst and, when necessary, can ensure
the concealed movement of units and subunits in separate
sectors of their itineraries.

The use of armored carriers with closed bodies and
equipped With filter-ventlIntion installations as the
.principal shelters for personnel and the extensive employ.-
ment of high-productivity excavating machines for thedigging-
in of combat and transport equipment will allow the complete
engineer preparation of disposition areas for large units and
operational formations to be carried out within the periods
of time required by modern conditionspand thereby provide
adequately reliable protection for troops from the means of
mass destruction. Besides this, it provides broad oppor-
tunities for highly maneuverable troop combat operations.
At the same time, during any maneuver of large units and
units, their personnel is provided t3e . same protection
against all enemy modern means of destruction as when dis-
posed in an area of concentration which is well prepared
from an engineer point of view.

The employment of armored carriers with closed bodies
and filter-ventilation installations sharply increases the
capabilities of troops to cross at high speeds large zones
of radioactive contamination with high levels of radiation.

• Thus, the combination of employing armored carriers
with closed bodies as personnel shelters, the use of high-
productivity excavating machines, and the tactically per-
missible cLispersa 1 of troops in areas occupied by them
permit a successful solution of the problem of reliable
protection of troops in disposition areas, and facilitate
the execution of periodic changes of these areas, depending
on the specific conditions of an operational situation.


